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SUMMARY A family is described in which four
subjects in two sibships had typical split hand/
foot malformation. The possibility of the exist-
ence of a rare autosomal recessive form of the
malformation is discussed, as well as a two
locus model. In the two locus model the
dominant mutation leading to the split hand/
foot malformation is controlled by a gene at
another locus. A dominant mutation at the
controlling locus leads to non-penetrance of
the split hand/foot mutation.

Isolated split hand/split foot malformation is well
known but rare. Many cases are sporadic, presumed
to be new dominant mutations, since in most
families with more than one affected subject auto-
somal dominant inheritance can be shown.' We
present a family with four patients in two related
sibships affected with the split hand/foot malfor-
mation.
Case report
The family (fig 1) originates from a small, very
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inbred Muslim community. The parents of the
proband are double first cousins and are healthy
with no malformations. The maternal grandfather of
the proband (III.4) as well as two of his sisters (111.2
and III.11) were also affected.
The proband was born after a pregnancy in which

the mother suffered from depression and was
treated with Halidol (haloperidol), Artane (trihexy-
phenidyl), and Largactil (chlorpromazine). The
delivery was normal and the girl was normally
developed for her age. At examination in our clinic
at the age of 10 months, the only malformations
were a left typical split hand and bilateral split foot
(fig 2). There was complete syndactyly of the first
and second fingers, the third and fourth fingers were
fused into one finger with two nails, and the fifth
finger was normal (fig 2a). In both feet (fig 2b, c),
the second toe was absent and syndactyly of the
third and fourth toes was noted. In the grandfather
(III.4), there were only three fingers, the first,
fourth, and fifth, on both hands. In III.2, there was
split hand only on the right with similar findings as in
the hand of the proband. Both hands were normal in
I11.11. In all these three affected subjects, bilateral
split foot was present with a malformation similar to
that observed in the proband.
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FIG 1 Pedigree ofthefamily.
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FIG 2 (a) Left hand; (b) feet; and (c) left foot ofthe
proband.

Discussion

Split hand is frequently associated with split foot and
is relatively rare. Many cases are sporadic, but in
most familial cases of split hand autosomal domi-
nant inheritance can be shown. In many of the

families in which more than one affected child was
born to normal parents, it was possible that the split
hand/foot malformation was also dominant, and the
explanation was the existence of a germinal muta-
tion in one of the parents.' We were able to find
reports of only two pedigrees in which the split
hand/foot malformation seems to be inherited as an
autosomal recessive trait. Verma et af2 reported a
family in which atypical, very unusual split hand and
split foot deformity occurred in four children from
two related sibships, each resulting from a marriage
between first cousins. In this family, the only child
who was examined presented also with fused radius
and ulna, and it is possible that this represents a
distinct syndrome. Freire-Maia3 reported a family in
which five children were born with ectrodactyly in
two related sibships; therefore the malformation
appears to show autosomal recessive inheritance. In
the family presented here, the malformation was
present in four subjects in two related sibships. In
favour of autosomal recessive inheritance are the
observations that both males and females were
affected, all the affected subjects were born to
normal parents, and all the 30 children born to
affected parents were normal. Therefore, this
family, together with the family reported by Freire-
Maia,3 suggest the existence of an autosomal reces-
sive form of the split hand/foot malformation which
clinically cannot be distinguished from the auto-
somal dominant form of the malformation.
Another possibility to explain the inheritance of

the malformation in these families is that the split
hand/foot malformation is always the result of a
dominant mutation, but that there is another locus
which controls its expression. In the mouse, Chay4
described a dominant mutation which led to dactyl-
aplasia, a condition characterised by the absence of
digits on each foot, typically the three middle digits,
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giving the appearance of a 'lobster claw'. Chay was
able to show that the manifestations of the mutant
gene are controlled by another locus in which there
are two alleles, one dominant, inhibiting dactylapla-
sia gene expression, and the other recessive, allow-
ing its expression. If this model is applied to
humans, then the dominant mutation leading to split
hand/foot malformation could be controlled by
another locus. If, in the general population, only the
recessive allele at the controlling locus is present,
then the dominant mutation for split hand/foot will
always be expressed. A rare dominant mutation at
the controlling locus will lead to occasional asymp-
tomatic carriers of the split hand/foot mutation who
may then transmit the malformation to more than
one of their children. Since these affected children
have lost the dominant mutation at the controlling
locus, they will transmit the malformation to their
own children as a typical dominant trait. This two

subetishmcc Ich
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FIGo3The two locus model. A part ofthe pedigree(fagIm is
presented. At the locus s a dominant mutation S leads to
split handlfoot malformation ifat the controlling locus the
subject is homozygous cc. The split handlfoot malformation
is present in subjects Ss,cc. In subjects Ss, Cc the split
handlfoot mutation is non-penetrant and they are asymp-
tomatic carriers. Subjects with the malformation are cc and
therefore have lost the mutation at the controlling locus C; in
their children the mutation S is present and will always be
penetrant. The reappearance ofthe malformation in the girl
in the last generation is the result ofherparents being
related. While her mother must be ss, cc since she is healthy
and she was born to an affected subject, herfather is Ss, Cc,
a healthy carrier ofthe split handlfoot malformation.

locus model may therefore be an alternative ex-
planation to the germinal mutations proposed to
explain the observation of unaffected parents who
have more than one child with the dominant
mutation leading to split hand/foot malformation. In
consanguineous families, the appearance of the
dominant mutation at the controlling locus may lead
to pseudorecessive inheritance of the split hand/foot
malformation, as seen in the family reported by
Freire-Maia3 or the family presented here. The
interaction and inheritance of the two loci in the
family reported here are shown in fig 3. The
observation that all 30 children of affected subjects
are healthy may be explained in two of them by the
fact that the spouse is from the same family and
therefore may be heterozygous, or even homozy-
gous, for the mutation at the controlling locus and
homozygous for the normal allele at the main locus.
However, this observation is not in favour of the two
locus model in this family.

In conclusion, the family reported here seems to
confirm the possibility raised by Freire-Maia3 that
there is a recessive form of the split hand/foot
malformation. An alternative possibility is pre-
sented, namely that there is an additional locus
which controls the expression of the dominant
mutation leading to split hand/foot malformation; a
dominant mutation at the controlling locus leads to
non-penetrance of the split hand/foot mutation and
the appearance of normal carriers.
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